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my funds?
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We all know that alternative investment funds have one
simple, basic purpose—to grow and preserve wealth. In
order to do this, investment acumen is important, but
not enough. Academic literature increasingly supports,
and life experience tells us, that operational risk can
sink a fund.1 As a result of recent meltdowns and frauds,
sophisticated investors have come to appreciate that
a focus solely on performance is not enough. After a
period
in which transparency into investments was
!
demanded and achieved, investors are now seeking
to avoid the rapid decline in asset values that can be
triggered by an operational misstep and, for this reason,
they are focusing on the governance process.
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Sponsor: I need to be able to run
my business.
Director: Who do I represent?

This white paper highlights the key questions that are

September
not being2016
asked with respect to the fund governance

process and concludes that the failure to address these
issues prevents investors and managers from deriving true value from the costs alternative funds
incur to compensate their boards. It also explores the differences between funds organized as
Delaware limited liability companies and funds chartered under the laws of other jurisdictions and
then weighs the relative merits of each approach.

The paper concludes that there is much to be said for the U.S. model, with its clear reliance on
XLIQEREKIVEPSRI8LMWETTVSEGLSTXMQM^IWXLIYWISJJYRHEWWIXWJSVXLIFIRI½XSJMRZIWXSVW°
either to increase the rate of return or to enhance infrastructure, as is deemed appropriate. Also,
accountability under this model is unambiguous. This is not to say that a more expansive board
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We explore that question in the next section.
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Delaware limited liability companies and funds chartered under the laws of other jurisdictions and
issue is: what is expected of the director and can the expectations reasonably be met.
then weighs the relative merits of each approach.
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with critical
staff. This issue deserves careful consideration.
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Regulatory Risk Management for Endowments and Foundations
Did you know that your investment activities are subject to multiple U.S. and foreign regulations?

Are You Comfortable That!
•
•
•

Your compliance program is in line with peer group standards?
You have fully satisfied all federal filing and reporting requirements?
Managers you allocate to have kept up-to-date with applicable regulatory requirements?

If Not, Here is Your Solution
Join a consortium of your peers, the leading U.S. endowments and foundations, already using RFG
Pathfinder!, and receive:
•
•
•

A baseline of regulatory requirements.
Weekly thought leadership alerts that provide insights on developments and future trends.
Peer-to-peer communications through webinars and conferences, which allow you to share
questions and knowledge.

Here’s What Clients Say About RFG’s Definitive Resource for Investment Offices

•

“We have gotten a lot out of our partnership with RFG, and we think others can too.”

•

“As a new client, so far, you have exceeded expectations.”

•

“The forum you provide is HUGELY beneficial!”

•

“Your work on reporting requirements has been outstanding.”

•

“The summaries you prepared on the Congressional inquiry!were circulated to our
CFO and others in the organization!they were just what we needed.”

The Regulatory Fundamentals Group LLC
Information@RegFG.com | (212) 537-4058 x 1 | www.RegFG.com

